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Abstract
Background: Recent experimental and computational studies have provided overwhelming evidence for a plethora
of diverse transcripts that are unrelated to protein-coding genes. One subclass consists of those RNAs that require
distinctive secondary structure motifs to exert their biological function and hence exhibit distinctive patterns of
sequence conservation characteristic for positive selection on RNA secondary structure.
The deep-sequencing of 12 drosophilid species coordinated by the NHGRI provides an ideal data set of com-
parative computational approaches to determine those genomic loci that code for evolutionarily conserved RNA
motifs. This class of loci includes the majority of the known small ncRNAs as well as structured RNA motifs in
mRNAs. We report here on a genome-wide survey using RNAz.
Results: We obtain 16 000 high quality predictions among which we recover the majority of the known ncRNAs.
Taking a pessimistically estimated false discovery rate of 40 % into account, this implies that at least some ten
thousand loci in the Drosophila genome show the hallmarks of stabilizing selection action of RNA structure, and
hence are most likely functional at the RNA level. A subset of RNAz predictions overlapping with TRF1 and BRF
binding sites [Isogai et al., EMBO J. 26: 79-89 (2007)], which are plausible candidates of Pol III transcripts, have
been studied in more detail. Among these sequences we identify several “clusters” of ncRNA candidates with
striking structural similarities.
Conclusions: The statistical evaluation of the RNAz predictions in comparison with a similar analysis of vertebrate
genomes [Washietl et al., Nat. Biotech. 23: 1383-1390 (2005)] shows that qualitatively similar fractions of
structured RNAs are found in introns, UTRs, and intergenic regions. The intergenic RNA structures, however, are
concentrated much more closely around known protein-coding loci, suggesting that flies have significantly smaller
complement of independent structured ncRNAs compared to mammals.
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Background
High-throughput transcriptome data obtained in
particular using tiling arrays [1–6] and cDNA se-
quencing [7–9] in conjunction with detailed func-
tional studies of individual genes have profoundly
changed our picture of eukaryotic gene regulation
by emphasizing multiple regulatory layers, many of
which involve non-protein-coding RNAs (ncRNAs).
In contrast to protein-coding genes, however, ncR-
NAs do not form a homogeneous group of transcripts
but rather belong to a diverse array of classes with
vastly different structures, functions, and evolution-
ary patterns [10–16].
Efficient computational methods [17,18] have re-
cently been developed to determine the genomic in-
ventory of a large subgroup of ncRNAs, namely
those that exhibit evolutionarily conserved sec-
ondary structures. As stabilizing selection acts to
preserve structure in the presence of sequence vari-
ation, these transcripts are very likely to have dis-
cernible biological function — as opposed to being a
mere byproduct of transcriptional noise [19] or gene
regulation by transcriptional interference [20]. The
group of structured RNAs that we are considering
here consequently includes the classical families of
small ncRNAs (tRNAs, rRNAs, miRNAs, snRNAs,
snoRNAs, RNAse P RNA, etc) as well as structured,
usually regulatory, motifs associated with larger cod-
ing or non-coding transcripts, such as internal ri-
bosomal entry sites, IRE, and SECIS signals see
e.g. [21]. The RNAz approach [17] has proved to
produce rather high quality predictions. In particu-
lar, as part of the detailed analysis of the ENCODE
regions [22], the verification of many unannotated
RNAz predictions by means of RT-PCR has been re-
ported, and for a substantial fraction of RNAz predic-
tions corroborating evidence from high-throughput
experiments has been obtained.
Computational screens for structured RNAs have
been reported so far for mammalian [22,23], urochor-
date [24], nematode [25], and yeast [26,27] genomes.
However, no comprehensive analysis of structured
ncRNAs in insect genomes has been published so
far, even though there is statistical evidence for an
enrichment of structured RNAs within highly con-
served non-coding elements of drosophilids [28].
Drosophilids, which have been deeply sequenced
by a consortium coordinated by the NHGRI [29,30],
provide an ideal model system for this task, since
their evolutionary divergence is comparable to those
of mammals. As a consequence, large portions of
their genomes are alignable, while at the same time
there is substantial sequence variation. Both are nec-
essary prerequisites for currently available ncRNA
detection tools.
In addition to the statistical evidence for wide-
spread structured RNAs in insects, two recent
genome-wide experimental studies provide evidence
of a large reservoir of novel ncRNAs in Drosophila
melanogaster : Isogai et al. [31] mapped TRF1 and
BRF binding sites in the D. melanogaster genome
and showed that, unlike most other eukaryotes,
TRF1/BRF binding appears responsible for the ini-
tiation of all classes of Polymerase-III (Pol III) tran-
scription. As the known Pol III transcripts are
small ncRNAs, their data suggests that drosophilids
are likely to have a large set of previously unan-
notated small ncRNAs. A large-scale tiling array
study of transcription in the early development of
D. melanogaster [5] found that about 20 % of the
observed transcripts in D. melanogaster come from
stand-alone intergenic or intronic sources and may
constitute new types of RNAs, including a substan-
tial fraction of ncRNAs.
Results and Discussion
We report here on a computational screen for struc-
tured RNA motifs in Drosophilids based on 12-
species Pecan alignments provided by the Consor-
tium. The detected RNAz hits are either (parts of) in-
dependently transcribed non-coding RNAs with evo-
lutionarily conserved secondary structures, or they
are structured elements that are parts of coding tran-
scripts such as SECIS or IRE elements.
Sensitivity and Specificity
Overall, 42 482 RNAz hits corresponding to roughly
5 Mb in the D. melanogaster genome show evidence
of evolutionarily conserved RNA secondary struc-
ture. About 20 % of these overlap existing anno-
tation. The 16 377 loci of the high confidence set
covers approximately 2.1 Mb of DNA, see Tab. 1.
In total, 336 hits correspond to known non-
coding RNAs according to at least one source of
annotation (FlyBase: 316; BLAST against miRBase:
79; BLAST against Noncode: 44; BLAST against Rfam:
222; tRNAscan: 159). Tab. 2 summarizes the recall
of the screen on several “classical” ncRNAs families.
Note that some classes of ncRNAs were deliberately
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removed already in the Pecan alignments, notably
the 5S rRNA sequences. We recovered 96 % of the
known D. melanogaster miRNAs.
A BLAST search of the drosophilid RNAz hits
against the results of prior RNAz surveys of mam-
mals [23], urochordates [24], and nematodes [25]
yielded the following pattern of conservation: 167
tRNA hits and 11 snRNAs associated with the ma-
jor spliceosome. Furthermore, we recover the U6atac
snRNA (which was previously unannotated) and 5
microRNAs.
In order to estimate the false discovery rate
(FDR), we repeated the screen with shuffled align-
ments as described in [32]. Alignments are shuffled
such that two alignment columns are swapped only if
both their gap pattern and the their sequence conser-
vation pattern is the same. This amounts to a very
“gentle” shuffling that in particular preserves pair-
wise sequence divergence within any given window.
This gentle shuffling procedure may fail to remove
the secondary structure signal in some cases because
too few pairs of alignment columns satisfy the strin-
gent conditions for shuffling. This is at least one
reason why we observe 3 239 (7.6 %) hits in which
true and shuffled screen intersect, including 53 of
the 756 annotated D. melanogaster ncRNAs, almost
exclusively tRNAs. The estimated FDR of roughly
50 % for p > 0.5 and 40 % for the high quality set
in Tab. 1 should therefore be regarded as pessimistic
estimates.
The results of a second, more “vigorous” shuffling
approach lead to much more optimistic estimates:
shuffling of the columns without considering their se-
quence conservation or gap pattern reduces the esti-
mated FDR by factor of 35 to only a 1-2 %. One may
argue, of course, that shuffling columns indepen-
dently will change the gap pattern of the alignment
(even though it still conserves pairwise sequence
identities). Hence, this procedure may well under-
estimate the FDR. The dramatic difference in the
result highlights a general problem that so far has
not been solved in a satisfactory way, namely how
to systematically construct randomized alignments
that preserve all correlation features of the genomic
background except the one under consideration. One
important feature which must be mentioned at this
point is dinucleotide content. Due to the stacking en-
ergy contributions in the folding model, dinucleotide
content can affect folding energies and thus FDR es-
timates considerably. Since there is still no way of
randomizing alignments preserving dinucleotide con-
tent, we cannot control for this effect. However, we
found that, in contrast to mammalian genomes [22],
there is no strong dinucleotide bias in the genomic
background of D. melanogaster that effects folding
energies. Therefore, our estimates from mononu-
cleotide shuffled alignments will not differ dramati-
cally from estimates one would obtain from controls
with the same dinucleotide content.
In contrast to most previous RNAz screens, we
have not removed coding sequences from the input
alignments. Notably, 8 021 hits for p > 0.5 and 2 208
hits for p > 0.9 overlap with annotated coding re-
gions, accounting for 19 % and 13 % of the RNAz hits,
respectively. These fractions are much smaller than
the expected FDRs; we therefore expect that most of
these signals are indeed false positives. Interestingly,
if we base our analysis on the number of nucleotides
that are predicted to lie in regions with conserved
structures instead of counting the RNAz hits the esti-
mates are reduced to 15 %, and 11.5 %, respectively
(cp. Fig. 1).
Conversely, only 12 % (8 326) at p > 0.5 and less
than 4 % (2 522) at p > 0.9 of the annotated coding
regions are detected by RNAz. Note that 1 398 RNAz
hits overlap more than one annotated coding region.
The small percentage of RNAz hits in annotated CDS
indicates that even a possibly large number of unan-
notated coding sequences will not have a significant
impact on the interpretation of the RNAz results in
the sense that only a small fraction of the RNAz hits
may be previously unannotated CDS. To further cor-
roborate this point we have computed the overlap of
the RNAz predictions with various gene prediction
tracks available in the UCSC Table Browser, yield-
ing no significant increase in the number of RNAz
hits located in putative CDS: In total only 11 172
(p > 0.5) and 3 144 (p > 0.9) RNAz hits lie in regions
with any evidence for coding capacity.
Genomic Distribution
The genomic distribution of structured RNA candi-
dates in D. melanogaster is comparable to the ob-
servations in previous RNAz-based screens, see Fig. 1.
As in the ENCODE data [22], the distribution of
RNAz hits largely follows the patterns of sequence
conservation. In the fly data, only 5’UTRs show an
substantial enrichment relative to the input data. In
contrast, the largest enrichment in the human EN-
CODE data was observed from 3’UTRs [22]. The
most striking difference between fly and human data
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is that the relative fraction of both intronic RNAz hits
and intronic sequence conservation is twice as large
in human.
In a recent article Manak and colleagues [5]
describe widespread transcriptional activity in the
D. melanogaster genome during 12 timepoints of
early embryonic development detected by genomic
tiling arrays. When comparing the RNAz hits to
this data, we identify 4 236 (p > 0.5) and 1 713
(p > 0.9) hits that overlap a Transfrag in any of
the 12 timepoints. A comparison of the fractions
of RNAz hits from normal and control screen which
overlap Transfrags in one, several or all timepoints
yields, however, no significant enrichments (see sup-
plement for details).
The distance distribution of intergenic RNAz hits
reveals a striking difference between the situation
in the human and the fly genome, Fig. 2. Since the
D. melanogaster genome is much more compact than
the human one, we need to compare the distribution
of the distances between RNAz hits and the nearest
coding sequence relative to the length distribution
of the intergenic regions (IGR). In Fig. 2 we plot
the relative frequency of IGR with a length exceed-
ing a given distance D, and the relative frequency
of RNAz hits with a distance larger than D from the
nearest coding region. If intergenic RNAz hits are uni-
formly distributed within the IGR, the distribution
of RNAz-CDS distances looks like the distribution of
IGR distances, just shifted to the left by a factor of
4. Indeed, this is observed in the human data, al-
beit the shift is a factor between 3 and 4, indicating
that the placement of intergenic RNAz hits in human
is nearly uniform, with a small tendency of avoiding
the proximity of coding genes.
In contrast, about 40 % of the D. melanogaster
RNAz hits in intergenic regions are located adjacent
to coding sequences. This may indicate that current
annotation of the fly genome lists boundaries of pro-
tein coding genes that systematically truncate the
UTRs. If this is the case, however, then we would
have to interpret more than 15 % of the total RNAz
hits as located in UTRs. Our data could be ex-
plained if a situation similar to the minifly gene is
prevalent in the fly: For this gene a recent study [33]
described several alternative poly-A sites and mul-
tiple small ncRNAs that are processed from the al-
ternative 3’UTRs. At least one of these ncRNAs is
structured: the snoRNA H1 was also detected in our
screen. In any case, the structured RNAs by RNAz
are on average much more closely linked to protein
coding genes in flies than in human.
On the other hand, a small fraction (≈ 10%) of
the intergenic RNAz hits, i.e., the tail in Fig. 2, is
located much further away from CDS than expected
for random placement. This suggests the existence
of a distinct class of RNAz hits with a propensity for
large IGRs. Most likely, these signals correspond to
independently transcribed ncRNAs.
About 20 % of the unannotated transcripts ob-
served in D. melanogaster early development arise
from stand-alone intergenic or intronic sources (rel-
ative FlyBase annotation) [5]. Only a relative small
fraction of the novel independent transcripts (5.1 %
of the total transcriptional output) had intergenic
origin. In comparison, more than 13 % [21.9 % of
60 %] of the transcriptional output recorded by com-
parable methods from the ENCODE regions has a
distal intergenic source (in relation to annotated ex-
ons) [22]. This difference is in agreement with closer
association of most RNAz hits with protein coding
genes in the fly.
Further Annotation of RNAz Predictions
In a recent study, Isogai et al. [31] identified TRF1
and BRF binding sites using high-resolution genome
tiling microarrays and provided evidence that in
Drosophila the alternative TRF1/BRF complex ap-
pears responsible for the initiation of all known
classes of Pol III transcription. At the p > 0.9 signif-
icance level RNAz hits are about three-fold enriched
in these regions. We have therefore analyzed the
distribution of RNAz hits within the experimentally
determined TRF1 and BRF binding regions. As re-
ported in [31], most of the sites correspond to tR-
NAs, 7SL RNAs, and a subset of snoRNAs. In ad-
dition to these known ncRNAs, the loci contain 197
unannotated RNAz hits, which are prime candidates
for novel Pol III transcripts.
In order to identify putative microRNAs, we
screened all RNAz hits with RNAmicro [34]. This re-
sults in 607 candidates, of which 541 are unanno-
tated so far. 176 of these signals are located in an-
notated CDS and are therefore most likely false pos-
itives, leaving 365 plausible microRNA candidates.
The recent discovery of hundreds of new human mi-
croRNAs that are not conserved beyond primates
strongly suggests that “evolution of miRNAs is an
ongoing process and that along with ancient, highly
conserved miRNAs, there are a number of emerging
miRNAs” [35]. In the light of these data, a large
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number of drosophilid-specific microRNAs does not
come unexpected.
Using SnoReport, 59 RNAz hits are classified as
putative box H/ACA snoRNAs, of which 4 inter-
sect with previously annotated snoRNAs. Taking
into account that for only 22 of the 250 annotated
snoRNAs the annotation distinguishes between box
H/ACA (3), box C/D (18), and scaRNAs (1), the
small overlap with the existing annotation is not
surprising. Again, recent experimental surveys in
other species, including nematodes [36,37] and mam-
mals [38] have discovered a substantial number of
previously unannotated snoRNAs in these species,
suggesting that the current annotation of snoRNAs
in D. melanogaster is also far from complete.
Finally, 1 700 RNAz hits have direct evidence for
expression through ESTs that are not related to pro-
tein coding genes, i.e., through ESTs that do not
intersect with the FlyBase, RefSeq, N-SCAN, Gen-
scan, Human Proteins gene prediction and mRNA
tracks of the UCSC Table Browser.
Structure-Based Clustering
Since the 197 RNAz hits that overlap TRF1 or BRF
binding regions [31] are good candidates without an-
notation for bona fide ncRNAs, we applied structure-
based clustering to this small subset of our predic-
tions to identify common secondary structures and,
hence, putative novel functional RNAs. The com-
plete clustering tree as well as a table of the most
prominent clusters is given in the SUPPLEMENT.
Since all clusters have a mean pairwise identity less
than 45 %, structurally related candidates are typi-
cally highly diverged at sequence level.
In Fig. 3 an example cluster of complex struc-
tures is given. Clusters 22, 25 and 28 have a struc-
ture with two stem loops in common. All consensus
structures show compensatory mutations.
Fig. 4 depicts a large cluster of simple hair-
pin structures. They show a relatively high struc-
tural conservation (high structure conservation in-
dex, SCI) whereas the sequence similarity (expressed
as main pairwise identity, MPI) is small.
Phylogenetic Distribution
In order to study the phylogenetic distribution of
the RNAz prediction we determine the last common
ancestor for each RNAz hit that contains the corre-
sponding sequence in the input alignment. Fig. 5
summarizes these results for both the true data and
the “gentle” control screen.
More than 50 % of the RNAz hits are found only
within the melanogaster subgroup. To interpret this
result we compute the ratio of newly appearing RNAz
hits and the branch length for each branch in the tree
leading to D. melanogaster. We observe little varia-
tion in the data, with the exception of a reduced rate
of innovation along the most recent branch. This
reduction is, however, most likely a methodological
artefact, since the pairwise mutation distances be-
tween D. melanogaster , D. simulans, and D. sechel-
lia are only about 0.1 and RNAz is known to be less
sensitive for highly similar sequences.
Approximately 12 % of the RNAz hits are con-
served throughout all drosophilids. In comparison,
a screen of vertebrate genomes [23] found about 3%
of mammalian RNAz candidates (1 000 out of 36 000)
to be conserved throughout vertebrates.
A comparison of true and shuffled screens fur-
thermore indicates a small but significant decrease
of the FDR with phylogenetic age of the RNAz hit.
Conclusions
The present computational survey of drosophilid
genomes yields about 16 000 high quality predic-
tions. Taking into account the (very pessimistically
estimated) false discovery rate of about 40 %, this
implies that at least some ten thousand loci in the
Drosophila genome show the hallmarks of stabiliz-
ing selection action of RNA structure, and hence are
most likely functional at the RNA level. The eluci-
dation of these functions, however, remains elusive in
many cases. Here, we have studied a small subset in
more detail. Almost 200 RNAz hits overlap with loci
that are likely to be transcribed by Pol III, strongly
suggesting that these are bona fide ncRNAs. Using
structural clustering, we discovered several groups
of structural similar ncRNA candidates in these re-
gions.
This number of putative ncRNAs and regula-
tory RNA elements is not unexpected given that
about 36 000 high quality RNAz hits have been found
by a similar procedure in a screen of mammalian
genomes [23], which was based on a comparable size
of the input set comprising about 103 Mb of the hu-
man genome and similar number of putative ncR-
NAs was reported using the SCFG-based evofold
approach [18].
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A comparison with the results from a similar
RNAz screen of the human genome [17] and with an
analysis of ENCODE regions [22], shows many sim-
ilarities and several striking differences. We observe
a smaller fraction of intronic and larger fraction of
protein coding hits (cp. Fig. 1) in flies. A compar-
ison of the distances between RNAz hits and their
nearest annotated protein coding sequence shows
that structured RNAs are concentrated much more
strongly around known genes in flies than in human,
even when accounting for the much more compact
D. melanogaster genome. This observation agrees
with recent tiling array data [5] which showed that
a much smaller fraction of intergenic transcription is
truly independent from surrounding protein coding
genes in flies compared to human [6].
The inventory of structurally conserved RNAs is
only a very small subset of the total non-coding tran-
scriptional output, which covers most of the non-
repetitive genome [5]. The current computational
approach relies on substantial sequence conserva-
tion. Indeed many of the known ncRNAs that were
missed in our survey were not in the input set. In
fact, RNAz explicitly requires two independent signals
for stabilizing selection: (1) sequence conservation
so that a good alignment can be computed as in-
put, and (2) stabilizing selection on RNA secondary
structure in the presence of sequence variation. RNAz
hits are therefore subject to specific selection pres-
sures that make it highly likely that RNAz predictions
have distinctive biological function. In contrast, it
has been shown recently, that in some cases, such
as the bithoraxoid ncRNAs of the Drosophila bitho-
rax complex, ncRNA transcription itself, acting in
cis, represses a target gene (in this case Ubx) [20].
In such a scenario, however, we do not expect to
observe high levels of sequence conservation of the
non-coding transcripts or the tell-tale substitution
patterns of conserved secondary structures.
Methods
Data Sources
For our analysis we used the Pecan [39] alignment of
the 12 drosophilid genomes [30] of the Comparable
Analysis Freeze 1 (CAF1, Feb. 2006). The align-
ments were downloaded from [40]. We favored the
Pecan alignments over two other sets of drosophilid
alignments that are available at [41]. Visual in-
spection strongly suggested that Mavid alignments
[42, 43] are more biased towards protein coding re-
gions. We did not use the Multiz alignments, be-
cause they contain three additional genomes (in-
sects), and removing those sequences would effec-
tively require a complete realignment in order to ob-
tain a fair comparison between screens performed on
different input alignments. The Pecan alignments
comprise the D. melanogaster chromosomes 2L (22.4
Mb), 2R (20.8 Mb), 3L (23.8 Mb), 3R (27.9 Mb), 4
(1.3 Mb), and X (22.2 Mb).
Preprocessing of Input Alignments
The current implementation of RNAz is restricted to
input alignments containing at most 6 sequences and
a maximum length of 400 nt due to the training of
the underlying SVM [17]. In addition, certain re-
strictions apply for the fraction of gaps and on the
overall base composition as a consequence of the
data sets that were used to train the SVM model.
The original genomic alignments thus need to be re-
processed. The protocol used in this contribution
closely follows that of previous RNAz-based studies:
Alignments longer than 120 nt are cut into 120 nt
slices in 40 nt steps, so that subsequent slices over-
lap in 80 nt. This default length is motivated by
the fact that many structured RNAs are less than
100 nt long. Such short signals would “drown” in the
noise of longer alignments that are then mostly un-
structured. On the other hand, alignments that are
too short do not yield reliable signals for secondary
structure conservation. In a series of filtering steps,
sequences were removed from the individual align-
ments or alignment slices if they are (a) shorter than
50 nt, or (b) contain more than 25 % gap characters,
or (c) have a base composition outside the definition
range of RNAz (e.g. GC content > 0.75 or < 0.25).
Alignments were discarded completely if fewer than
3 sequences were left after the filtering steps, or they
did not contain a D. melanogaster sequence, since
this species serves as a reference and as the basis for
subsequent annotation. All preprocessing steps were
performed using the script rnazWindows.pl of the
current release of the RNAz package [44].
For alignment slices with more than 6 sequences,
rnazWindows.pl selects a representative subset con-
sisting of the D. melanogaster sequence and five ad-
ditional sequences in such a way that 6 sequences
are as evenly distributed in the dataset as possi-
ble and approach an average pairwise sequence iden-
tity of 80 %, the optimal working range of the RNAz
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program. In practice that means that only a sin-
gle representative from nearly identical sequences is
chosen, and highly divergent sequences are excluded
provided there is sufficient sequence variation in the
remaining alignment. For the technical details of the
procedure we refer to the documentation of the RNAz
package.
Tab. 1 summarizes the initial filtering step.
Roughly 50 % of the nucleotides in the Pecan align-
ments are still contained in the RNAz input data.
RNAz Classification and Annotation
RNAz was applied to the filtered input alignment
slices in both reading directions. Overlapping slices
with a positive ncRNA classification probability of
p > 0.5 were combined using rnazCluster.pl to a
single annotation element, which we will refer to as
“RNAz hit”. From these data, we extract a subset of
high confidence RNAz hits that contain at least one
slice with a prediction confidence of p > 0.9.
In order to estimate the false discovery rate
(FDR) of the screen we repeated the entire pro-
cedure with shuffled input alignments as described
in [32]. The alignments were (1) shuffled using the
rnazRandomizeAln.pl script (part of the RNAz pack-
age). It wraps a conservative shuffling procedure
that maintains local characteristics of an alignment,
e.g. columns with the same gap and conservation
pattern. All remaining RNAz hits of this control
screen are then shuffled once again (2) using a more
stringent shuffling method that explicitly shuffles all
columns of a given alignment randomly (cp. Tab. 3).
The RNAz hits were annotated using the
D. melanogaster sequence as reference. We per-
formed the following annotation steps:
• Overlap with known D. melanogaster
annotation
We used the coordinates of a set of
D. melanogaster non-coding RNAs, publicly
available as gff files at [45] and [46] to iden-
tify already known D. melanogaster ncRNAs
among our predictions.
Furthermore, we computed the overlap of the
RNAz hits with the CDS annotations from
[47] (file=dmel-all-r4.3.filtered.gff) and [48]
(file=all caf1 DGIL TEX.gff).
• Overlap with public non-coding RNA
databases
We furthermore performed BLAST [49] searches
using rnazBlast.pl against the Rfam (version
7.0) [50], Noncode (version 1.0) [51], ncRNAdb
[52], FlyBase (version 2006 00.2 Beta) [53,54],
and miRBase (version 9.0) [55].
• Tools for annotation of specific RNA
families
We furthermore used tRNAscan [56] to anno-
tate tRNAs and RNAmicro [34] to classify pu-
tative microRNAs. RNAmicro is an SVM based
classification method that evaluates both ther-
modynamic stability and evolutionary conser-
vation patterns.
We used SnoReport to recognize putative
snoRNAs; technical details will be pub-
lished elsewhere [57]. Similar to RNAmicro,
SnoReport is composed of a pre-filter, a sec-
ondary structure prediction step, and a sub-
sequent SVM-based classificator. In brief, the
prefilter searches for consecutive H (pattern:
ANANNA) and ACA boxes [58]. In the second
step, the constraint folding option of RNAfold
[59] is used to compute the secondary struc-
ture subject to the constraint that both boxes
remain unpaired. If this results in an snoRNA-
like secondary structure, several sequence and
structure features are computed and passed
to an SVM for classification. The model was
trained on the set of snoRNAs that can be
downloaded from the snoRNABase [60]. C/D
box and scaRNAs represented the negative and
H/ACA box snoRNA sequences the positive
samples. Estimated positive and negative pre-
diction values for the model used here are 80 %
and 99.9 %, respectively.
Structure-based clustering was performed as de-
scribed in [61]: The modified Sankoff algorithm im-
plemented in the LocARNA program is used to com-
pute local structural alignments and their consensus
structure. The clustering tree is obtained by agglom-
erative clustering using LocARNA alignment scores as
distance measures. To avoid that large scores influ-
ence the distance transformation we define distances
by d(i, j) = max(0, q − score(i, j)), where q is here
the 99 % quantil of all pairwise scores. Since the pro-
cedure is computationally very demanding we have
restricted this type of analysis here to a small subset
of RNAz hits that are likely Pol III transcripts.
The phylogenetic relationships and branch
lengths within drosophilids are taken from the
AAA (Alignment/Analysis/Annotation of 12 related
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Drosophila species) web site [62]. Branch lengths are
genomic mutation distances computed from 4-fold
degenerate sites in all coding regions corrected for
base composition as in [63]. In order to determine
the branch in the phylogenetic tree at which an RNAz
hit first appears, we determine the last common an-
cestor (LCA) of the sequences in the correspond-
ing input alignment and assign the RNAz hit to the
branch in the tree leading to this internal node. Due
to the fact that RNAz hits are a combination of sin-
gle windows and each window represents a specific
selection of sequences out of an n-way alignment, we
only considered those sequences for the LCA analy-
sis which are simultaneously present at all windows.
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Figure 1 - Genomic distribution of D. melanogaster RNAz hits.
We compare genomic locations of the RNAz hits in D. melanogaster for two different classification thresh-
olds with the corresponding distribution of the input alignments (relative to the current FlyBase gene track
from the UCSC Table Browser, April 2004). In addition, the corresponding distribution for the human EN-
CODE regions [22] is shown. The numbers differ slightly from ref. [22] since here we have normalized them
to 100%. Percentages for the 5’-UTRs are not given due to the very small bar areas; the values are (from
left to right): 1.24 %, 1.69 %, 1.70 % and 0.6 %.
In general, the distribution of structured RNAs closely follows that of conserved sequence, i.e., there is no
strong enrichment of RNAz hits in a particular annotation class. The most striking difference between human
and fly is the much larger fraction of intronic RNAz hits in the ENCODE data.
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Figure 2 - Distributions of IGR length and distances of RNAz hits to their nearest annotated CDS element
in fly and human.
The two curves with shaded backgrounds show the distribution of IGRs that exceed a given length D for
Homo sapiens and Drosophila melanogaster, respectively. The shape of these curves is very similar. Note
that, although distances D < 50 nt are omitted in the plot, all cummulative distributions of course reach
1 at D = 1. The main difference ist that the IGRs in fly are on average two orders of magnitude shorter.
Thick lines indicate the distribution of distances of RNAz hits that have a distance of more than D from the
nearest coding sequence. In humans, this distribution is similar to the IGR distribution, shifted to the left
by a factor of 3 to 4. In contrast, we observe a completely different shape in flies: A fraction of about 40 %
of the RNAz hits is located adjacent to the annotated genes. On the other hand, a small fraction of the RNAz
hits is located further away from coding genes than expected. RNAz hits refer to the comprehensive set
p > 0.5.
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Structure-based clustering of RNAz hits with evidence for transcription by Pol III identifies a group of
Y -shaped, potentially related putative ncRNAs.
Abbreviations: N...number of sequences in cluster. MPI...mean pairwise identity of multiple alignment.
SCI...structure conservation index.
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A fraction of the RNAz hits with evidence for transcription by Pol III exhibits hairpin structure. However,
they lack any other annotation. This is in line with the finding that miRNAs are not transcribed by Pol III.
Abbreviations: N...number of sequences in cluster. MPI...mean pairwise identity of multiple alignment.
SCI...structure conservation index.
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The tree only represents the topology and is not drawn to scale. Branch lengths are indicated below by
large numbers in sans serif font, measured in terms of substitutions per site for 4-fold degenerated sites. For
each branch we mark the number of RNAz hits for p > 0.5 and p > 0.9, respectively above the branch leading
to the last common ancestor (LCA) of the sequences in the corresponding input alignment (full boxes).
Below the branches we indicate the corresponding numbers for the “gentle” control screen.
Below the tree the ratio of the fraction of newly appearing RNAz hits and the branch length is given, indicating
little variation in the “innovation rate”. Since the original tree is unrooted without an outgroup, no data
are available for the branch separating Sophophora from the rest. The number of RNAz hits listed in the
tree is smaller than the total number of RNAz hits because we only considered sequences present in all single
windows of an RNAz hit here.
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Tables
Table 1 - Overall statistics of the RNAz screen.
Initial filtering of Pecan alignments leaves roughly 50 % as input for RNAz respectively to the ncRNA predic-
tion. The distribution of RNAz hits does not show a chromosomal bias. We counted the number of predicted
loci and their overall length at two probability thresholds (p > 0.5, p > 0.9) for normal and also randomized
alignments. Obtained relative frequencies (given as percentages) can be interpreted as false discovery rates
(FDR). As expected, the FDR decreases with a higher RNAz p-value.
Table 1:
overall chromosomes
2L 2R 3L 3R 4 X
alignments 4077 659 804 676 861 65 1012
aligned DNA [Mb] 117 22 21 23 28 1 22
screened by RNAz [Mb] 57.4 11 10 12 14 0.4 10
percentage 49 50 48 52 50 40 46
RNAz p > 0.5 42 482 7 824 6 646 8 765 10 351 196 8 700
[Kb] 5 079 927 783 1 060 1 229 25 1 055
RNAz p > 0.9 16 377 2 940 2 473 3 413 3 862 80 3 609
[Kb] 2 167 385 321 461 511 11 478
FDR p > 0.5 hits 56.5 54.5 57.2 57.5 55.9 68.4 57.3
sequence 52.8 50.7 53.6 53.9 52.4 64.0 53.0
FDR p > 0.9 45.3 43.6 45.1 47.8 46.2 43.7 43.8
sequence 40.2 38.2 40.2 42.5 41.1 36.4 38.7
Table 2 - Sensitivity of the RNAz screen on known ncRNAs.
Table 2:
Class RNAz input annotated sensitivity (%)
tRNA 171 250 297 69
5S rRNA 0 0 99 — not in input
SRP RNA 0 0 2 — not in input
RNAse P 1 1 1 100
snRNA 18 22 22 81 U6 not detected
snoRNA 96 202 250 48
miRNA 75 78 85 96
Table 3 - Numbers of positive scored RNAz windows of the control screen.
Table 3:
shuffling method chromosomes
all 2L 2R 3L 3R 4 X
conservative 29 938 5 220 631 6 402 7 254 160 6 271
complete 662 123 99 132 155 1 152
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Additional Files
Machine readable annotation files and annotated table of all RNAz predictions can be found at [64]. Supple-
mental figures and tables are appended as separate PDF file.
Additional file 1
File format: PDF
Title: Supplemental figures and tables
Content:
Figure 1: The D. melanogaster antennapedia complex.
Figure 2: The D. melanogaster bithorax complex.
Figure 3: Exemplary consensus secondary structures of two RNAz predictions.
Figure 4: Comparison of obtained p-values.
Figure 5: Complete WPGMA cluster tree of RNA candidates overlapping TRF and BRF binding regions.
Table 1: Comparison of RNAz predicted ncRNAs using normal and randomized alignments.
Table 2: Summary of RNAz predicted ncRNAs.
Table 3: Number of predicted ncRNAs which overlap with Transfrags from [5].
Table 4: Number of predicted ncRNAs which overlap with Transfrags from [5] in one, several or all timepoints.
Table 5: Intersection (> 80%) of RNAz predictions and UCSCS Table Browser tracks.
Table 6: Most prominent structural clusters of novel RNA candidates that overlap TRF or BRF binding
regions.
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